Liberty Tire Recycling provides a complete service profile of collection options, including backdoor pickup, drop-and-hook pickup, and drop-off sites.

**BACKDOOR PICKUP**
Liberty Tire dispatches a fleet of box vans daily to visit customer sites directly, removing scrap tires by hand on a periodic basis to keep our customers’ facilities clear of waste.

**TRAILER DROP-AND-HOOK**
Customers who choose drop-and-hook pickup are left with bulk trailers to fill at their convenience, and Liberty Tire takes the load away with a tractor when it is full.

**DROP-OFF SITES**
Tire deliveries are accepted at any Liberty Tire facility.

**Changing the Landscape**
Abandoned tire piles are a serious environmental concern faced by communities across the nation. Liberty Tire Recycling works with communities to remediate dangerous abandoned tire piles.

Liberty Tire has remediated more than 150 dump sites littered with nearly 40 million scrap tires from coast to coast.

Illegal tire dumps damage the environment by creating chemical runoffs to surface and ground water, and have the potential to fuel unruly fires that burn hot and are difficult to extinguish. Added to the environmental and safety threats, tire dumps provide habitats for vermin and mosquitoes.